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 Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights 
Total SA – 2015 Annual Report 

 
 
 
Introduction  
 
Total (or “the Group”) is a global integrated energy producer and provider, a leading 
international oil and gas company, and the world’s second-ranked solar energy operator 
with SunPower, with activities in more than 130 countries. Total joined the Voluntary 
Principles on Security and Human Rights (the “VPSHR” or “VP”) Initiative in March 2012, 
although it has been committed to implementing the recommendations contained within 
them for several years. The Group has since increased its efforts in embedding and 
promoting the VPSHR in its day-to-day business activities. 
 
Total’s main achievements for the reporting year are the following: 

- Putting in place its systematical local VPSHR autonomous assessment procedure; 
- Upholding the VPSHR culture within the Group and the entities; 
- Gathering self assessment and risk assessment returns according to the new format, 

improving the tools, elaborating mitigation measures and proceeding to a re-
qualification of “VP risk countries” accordingly. 

 
 
A. Commitment 
 
A.1 Statement of commitment or endorsement of the Voluntary Principles 
As stated in our Code of Conduct, the Group commits to respect internationally recognized 
Human Rights standards and in particular: 

- The key conventions of the International Labor Organization (ILO); 
- The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (The “Guiding 

Principles”). Endorsed by the UN in 2011, this set of principles clarifies the roles and 
responsibilities of States and Business units on Human Rights issues;  

- The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights (The “Voluntary Principles”); 
The Code of Conduct also contains several other references to the VPSHR: a Q&A on the implication 
of Total’s membership of the VPSHR (see page 16 of the Code of Conduct); a short VPSHR 
presentation and a link to the VPSHR website (see page 27 of the Code of Conduct). 
 
In December 2015, at the occasion of the United Nations Human Rights Day, Total launched 
its new Human Rights Guide1 in which the endorsement and commitment for the VPSHR is 
renewed and reaffirmed. This Guide complements the Group’s Code of Conduct. It provides 
guidance in case of questions and concerns related to Human Rights issues. It is primarily for 
                                                 
1 See annex for Corporate Security related section 
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internal use but is also made available to our external stakeholders to provide guidelines for 
everyone and to make our expectations clear. 
The message from the CEO that introduces this Guide states: 
 
“The Group is committed to respect internationally recognized Human Rights standards in 
the countries where we work. In doing so we focus on the following important issues: […] 
 
Ensuring that the security of our people and facilities is managed in a responsible way and 
that the rights of neighboring communities are respected; the management of security risks, 
including the use of government security forces and private security providers, should be in 
line with applicable international standards related to the proportionate use of force. 
 
Integrating respect for Human Rights at an early stage in our management processes can 
contribute to avoiding potential abuse, and help to sustain a mutually beneficial relationship 
with our stakeholders. It can prevent delays in the execution of the Group’s operations and 
improve our Business Units’ performance. It is everybody’s concern and it is part of our 
commitment to better energy.” 
 
B. Policies, procedures and related activities 
 
B.2 Relevant policies, procedures, and/or guidelines (or any changes thereof from the 
previous reporting year) to implement the Voluntary Principles 
Total’s triennial plan that covers the reporting year has been reviewed by the EXCOM. The 
plan is oriented towards an adaptation of the Group’s VP tools, allowing entities to be more 
autonomous to: enhance VP risk assessment; bring VP risks under control; and manage VP 
related issues at the earliest possible stage. 
 
The Group approach to security in terms of protection of personnel, assets, information and 
corporate reputation is contained within the Corporate Security Policy and Corporate VPSHR 
Directive. Total has incorporated its commitment to the VPSHR in its Security Policy since 
2003. It clearly sets out that “Total adopts a constructive attitude towards safety, security, 
health, the environment and quality, based on transparency and an open dialogue with 
stakeholders and outside parties. Through its societal commitment, Total is particularly keen 
on contributing to the sustainable development of neighboring communities, with a focus on 
human, economic and social issues. It conducts its operations in such a way as to responsibly 
ensure security, in compliance with the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights”. 
Group entities are explicitly required to observe the VPSHR. 
 
On the basis of the above-mentioned Directive, an Operational guide (VPSHR – Explanatory 
and Enforcement Table) has been designed to define the actions of Total units in relation to 
the implementation of the above priorities and the associated reporting and monitoring 
activities. 
 
Although no amendment occurred in the reporting year, it is planned to ensure that the 
Corporate VPSHR Directive and its Operational Guide are fully up-to-date and revised, where 
appropriate, in the upcoming year. 
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B.3 Group procedure to conduct Security and Human Rights risk assessments 
In 2014, Total’s main achievement was developing VPSHR tools that would help the Group 
and its affiliates assess more efficiently risks/impacts related to Security and Human Rights 
in order to identify them and prevent them from occurring: the risk assessment tool (VPRA) 
and the self assessment tool (VPSA) that we renamed auto-diagnostic tool (VPAD) to avoid 
any confusion. 
 
In 2015, after a first dissemination to 20 entities, we were able not only to improve these 
tools and their methodology but we also improved some of our VP concepts. 
 
Until this year we had what we used to call “VP Risk Countries” that were defined as 
countries in which operations require a permanent or occasional use of government or 
private security forces, which could more particularly expose the Group in terms of VPSHR. 
 
We now moved forward to a new approach that focuses on the entity rather than the 
country. From now on, we will use the notion of “VP Risk Entity” that is considered as an 
entity that,  because of its environment and the nature of its operations, requires the 
presence of government or private security forces, which could more particularly expose the 
Group in terms of VPSHR. 
 
Any entity that would be labelled as such as a result of the VP tools and security audits will 
benefit from advanced support from the Corporate Security Department in the VP field and 
will have to report yearly on its VP implementation process and activities. 
 
The second wave of dissemination within the Group will be larger and concern all the 
entities operating in high risk countries (security wise). 
 
B4 – B.6 Group procedure or mechanism to report and address security-related incidents with 
Human Rights implications by public/private security forces relating to the Group’s activities. 
 
The Corporate Security Directive incorporates the Group rules regarding responses to 
Human Rights violations. The Human Rights Guide also describes the process. 
 
In the event of security-related incidents with Human Rights implications in which our 
Business units are involved, the following steps must be taken: 

• Ensure that appropriate medical care is provided to any injured person; 
• Immediately report the incident to the relevant authorities at Group and Business 

unit levels – follow-up actions will be taken depending on the local context and type 
of incident; 

• Ensure the protection of any witnesses from internal or external pressure; 
• If applicable, conduct internal investigations to establish facts and responsibilities, 

and monitoring and follow up; 
• Ensure that remediation actions are put in place for affected stakeholders (e.g., 

compensation, etc.). 
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B.5 Group procedure to consider the Voluntary Principles in entering into relations with 
private security providers 
This Guide and the Corporate Security Policy provide our managers with specific guidelines 
on the selection of private security companies.  
 
In particular, means and resources used by security personnel should prevent the 
occurrence of incidents and be in line with the Group’s security requirements. The Group’s 
Business units are required to conduct due diligence when recruiting personnel. This means 
that when recruiting security personnel or when using private security companies, it is 
advisable to: 
 

• Check, via a preliminary survey of potential security providers, the selection criteria 
for their employees to ensure that no-one involved in Human Rights abuses has been 
recruited; 

• Analyze the security providers’ in-house regulations and ethical commitments; 
• Ensure the security providers are fully aware of the Group’s principles and in 

particular of the Business units’ security policy; 
• Point out clearly the primarily protective and defensive nature of this work; 
• Record every step in writing and demand written responses to the requests made to 

document the Group’s procedures; 
• Include in the contract clauses that expressly mention the respect of Voluntary 

Principles commitments and expectations for conduct of personnel. 
 
Total's standard framework agreements incorporate the VPSHR. Security-related contracts 
include provisions whereby the security provider undertakes to comply with the VPSHR, to 
perform services with skilled and qualified personnel who are familiar with the VPSHR, and 
to ensure personnel are trained and/or attend information sessions on the VPSHR. The text 
of the VPSHR is appended to the master service agreements.  
 
 
B.7 Examples of promoting awareness of the Voluntary Principles throughout the 
organization 
Total continued to organize training sessions and awareness workshops on the VPSHR both 
at operational and corporate levels. The training programs, constantly reviewed and 
updated, have been implemented as following: 

- February: in Total Exploration & Production (E&P) Mexico with the local staff and 
executive committee; 

- March:  in Paris within the Corporate Security seminar, with security/HSE managers 
and general managers; 

- April: Total Marketing & Services (M&S) Haïti with the local staff, executive 
committee and PSC units; 

- May: Total Oil & Gaz Venezuela with the Ypergas staff members executive committee 
and PSC units; 
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- June: Total E&P Myanmar, with the local staff, executive committee and local 
authorities representants; 

- December: Total E&P and Total M&S Brazil with the local staff and executive 
committee. 

 
B.8 Examples of promoting and advancing implementation of the Voluntary Principles 
internationally 
Total recognizes the importance of promoting and advancing the implementation of the 
VPSHR globally. 
 
In 2015, the Group actively participated in various events related to Business and Human 
Rights, during which opportunities arose to promote the VPSHR, including:  

• The IPIECA workshop on the Responsible Security Task Force in Kuala Lumpur 
(October); 

• The Human Rights impact assessment with the Danish Institute for Human Rights in 
Nigeria (November); 

• The International Alert workshop on Heightened Due Diligence in Fragile and 
Conflict-Affected Situations (November); 

• The UN Forum on Business and Human Rights in Geneva (November) : DCAF-ICRC 
Side-event ‘Overcoming Challenges of Company-Community Relations in Complex 
Environments’2.  

 
 
C. Country implementation 
 
C.9 Overview of country operations selected for reporting (include any notable changes from 
the previous reporting year if the same country is being reported this year) 
Total conducts operations in many sensitive countries. Examples of countries where Total's 
implementation efforts have been pursued in 2015 (see C.10 below for details) include the 
Myanmar and Yemen. This choice was made according to the likelihood of exposure to VP-
related breaches.  
 
C.10 Engagement with stakeholders on country implementation 
Myanmar 
TOTAL E&P Myanmar, supported by Total Corporate, organized on the 18th of June 2015 a 
seminar on the “Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights” at Yangon. Myanmar 
Government Representatives supported the event with an important and pro-active 
delegation including the Minister of Security and Border Affairs and 15 Police commanders 
and commissioners from 8 different government institutions (State and Divisional Police, 
Maritime Police Force, Township Police, Anti-human trafficking Police Force, Special 
Intelligence. Other attendees came from 7 Oil & Gas companies (national and multi-
national), 3 security companies, 5 NGOs and diplomatic representatives (Australia, EU, 
France, Switzerland, USA) and 2 UNODC. All together 55 participants constructively 

                                                 
2 See the summary note of the session: http://www.securityhumanrightshub.com/sites/default/files/publications/DCAF-
ICRC_Side_Event_2015_Extended_Summary_0.pdf  

http://www.securityhumanrightshub.com/sites/default/files/publications/DCAF-ICRC_Side_Event_2015_Extended_Summary_0.pdf
http://www.securityhumanrightshub.com/sites/default/files/publications/DCAF-ICRC_Side_Event_2015_Extended_Summary_0.pdf
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contributed to the open discussions throughout the workshop based on practical situations 
for VPSHR incidents. 
 
Full outcomes of this workshop are still to be completed among which it is worth noting the 
expressed minister will to launch a national training program for private security companies 
and the requests from numerous attendees for VPSHR documentation and human rights 
respect best practices for private guards. 
 
Yemen 
The Total group has two main assets in Yemen: 
-              39 % shareholding interests in the Yemen LNG company generating LNG at Balhaf 
site in Southern Yemen. 
-              29% interests in the agreement for the production of petroleum in Block 10 area 
(Hadramaout) in Yemen (on 31 December 2015, Block 10 was handed over to the public 
authorities following the expiry of the license for the production of petroleum in this area) 
 
In 2014, the political and security situation in Yemen have deteriorated very critically leading 
to a civil war and finally end of March 2015 to an international conflict between some 
internal communities/factions and a Saudi led coalition. In this context, Yemen LNG and 
Total E&P Yemen were forced end of March 2015 to close their offices in the capital Sana’a  
and to stop most of their production. All Total expatriates in Sana’a and on-site, as well as 
numerous Yemeni employees, were evacuated and minimum activities maintained both at 
Balhaf and Block 10 sites to preserve the facilities and supply electricity to the neighboring 
communities.   
 
In line with memoranda of understanding agreed with the national authorities a few years 
ago, the Yemeni army is in charge of ensuring the security of the Balhaf site and Block 10 
area. These forces refrained from getting involved in the on-going conflict and maintained 
their duties until mid-April 2015 both in respect of the Balhaf and the Block 10 area. At this 
time the army withdrew from these two locations in an organized manner and in 
coordination with local tribes which de-facto started to ensure the security of Block 10 and 
Balhaf site under the supervision of the local authorities.  
 
In order to promote international standards, written basic instructions on the measures they 
should implement to protect the personnel and site have been distributed to these forces. A 
constant dialogue is maintained with the local authorities and the different leaders of the 
tribes to keep promoting these principles and to try to avoid and mitigate the risks of 
security incidents.  
 
To date no major VPSHR incident has been reported. In this risky and challenging 
environment this can be considered as a success and there is no doubt that the measures 
taken to promote international standards and the dedication of the security teams of Total 
E&P Yemen and Yemen LNG are one of the contributing factors. 
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C.11 Voluntary Principles considerations in the selection of private security providers and 
formulation of contractual agreements with private security providers, as well as 
arrangements with public security forces 
In 2015, the Total Group maintained its efforts towards improving the selection process of 
local private security providers. Created in 2012 in partnership with a not-for-profit specialist 
Human Rights organization, a scorecard is used to evaluate the progress of local private 
security providers in relation to the VPSHR.  
 
C.12 Examples of supporting outreach, education, and/or training of (i) relevant personnel, 
(ii) private security, (iii) public security, and/or (iv) civil society (e.g.: local NGOs, community 
groups) 
 
In 2015, the Group’s Corporate Security Department held a one-day workshop in Paris within 
its Seminar for the security/HSE managers and general managers as mentioned above. The 
targeted audience this year for the VP training was several managers from all over the world.  
Around 27 security/HSE managers and general managers from the different Group branches 
(Exploration & Production, Refining & Chemicals, and Marketing & Services) participated in 
the one-day workshop in Paris. The training was an in-depth induction to the VPSHR and 
their tools. 
In Total EP Myanmar, in addition to the seminar mentioned, several VPSHR training sessions 
were organized covering 35 employees. Also, a workshop led by Shell was attended by 12 
staff members. 
 
In Total EP Nigeria, VPSHR inductions and awareness sessions were organized frequently 
during the reporting year covering 1,180 Mobile police, army and regular police units 
assigned to the protection of our entities in the country. Also 70 Security coordinators and 
vessel captains received a VPSHR induction. 
 
In Total EP Columbia, 2,571 members of the PSC were trained on the VPSHR and Human 
Rights. The agreement for academic collaboration with the International Institute of Human 
Rights of San Remo, Italy was also extended. 
 
In Total EP Bolivia, around 1,100 employees including workers and supervisors were trained 
during the reported year on the VPSHR. 
 
In Total MS Haiti, 47 units and managers from local PSC were trained, along with 8 EXCOM 
members, including the HSEQ manager of the entity 
 
In Total EP Venezuela, many VPSHR workshops were organized. Two for the staff members, 
one for Ypergas staff members (TOGV Subsidiary), including one in the presence of a 
representative from the French Embassy, One for the Board of Directors of the contracted 
local PSC and two for its security officers. In total 50 participants were trained. 
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C.13 Group procedure to review progress on implementing the Voluntary Principles at local 
facilities 
For a more effective follow-up and implementation of the VPs at local entities, the Group 
started by identifying the “VP risk entities” in which it operates. In order however to 
maintain a broad approach and to be sure not to exclude any entity that is operating in 
complex environment that may expose her to VPSHR related risks, Total also created a 
second list named the “VP Vigilance entities”. These entities that are considered less at risk 
after filling their VPRA and VPAD are kept on that list nevertheless, and that will lead to 
continuous follow-up from Corporate Security Department. 
 
 
D. Lessons and issues – plans for 2016 
 
D.14 Lessons or issues from this reporting year, as well as plans or opportunities to advance 
the Voluntary Principles for the organization 
Since Total joined the VPSHR Initiative, the Group has valued this platform for the intense 
amount of sharing and learning between members from the three pillars. Conference calls 
with participants and meetings were held to share best practices and challenges on various 
VPSHR implementation issues.  
 
No major VPSHR incident has been reported this year within the Group. However, Total 
remains concerned by all “near-miss” or “out of scope ” incidents which are worth studying 
as case studies and weak signals for its security staff. 
 
 
In 2016, Total will continue to further implement the VPSHR within its own activities. The 
Group’s VPSHR implementation objectives are as follows: 

• Pursue the conduct of VP training for trainers, including for Regional Safety 
Delegates, in order to have autonomous VP trainings in our entities; 

• Review VPSHR Group directives and recommendations; Consider a VPSHR-compliant 
framework to situations where the protection of armed groups is needed. 
 

Total will continue to assist in the implementation of the VPSHR internationally and to 
actively participate in VPSHR working groups. 
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II- VPSHR trainings in pictures 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VPSHR Seminar in Total Myanmar 

Human Rights Training in Total Paris 
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VPHSR Awareness Session in Total Nigeria 

VPHSR training in Total Venezuela 
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III- The Myanmar VPSHR seminar as reported by the Entity 
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